Day 6: 28th February
After a good breakfast in our host family, we took the bus for 2 hours to go to
“Borralha”.
In Borralha, we were divided in 2 groups and when a group visited the museum of the
Tungsten mine, the other did the “Miner´s Trail”, the walk of the miners.

As a matter of fact, this way was been borrow by the miner everyday during the 2nd
World War. Eight hundred miners worked in the mine and ,with their families, they
were 2000 people in the village.
We travelled by the village of the minner, seeing the church, the foundry, the
professional school and the centre of this village.

In the museum, we have discovered what is the Tungsten and we touched it. We also
saw images of the village during his operation and the cinema/parties room with his
bar. In this room we saw the identification card of some workers ,too.
After we ate and prepared ourselves for the training
of the afternoon.

Gonçalo Fernandes – Léandre Magat

Hi everybody, the sun is always here!
This afternoon, after the lunch, around 1:30 pm, we left to do a special training. The
first training was "draw, it`s win". On of the other days we had to “draw” the map, for
the training today. We started with a blank map, and then we had draw the details
that we wanted to orienteer on. Therefore, you could only draw the important details,
so it only containing the details which are necessary to use. At this day we run the
course on the simplified map. We also
had another map with all the details,
because the teacher was afraid to lose
a student. When the runners arrived
at the finish of the first training, they
continue with another exercise (but
with a full map...it was easier!) The
runners are in pairs. They had just one
map for both: one of them memories
the leg, and the other takes the map.
After that, some French and Damien
the Norwegian coach decided to climb summits after summits. So" no rain, good race"
Unfortunately. Diane got injured during training. Therefore, we wish her a good
recovery!!! She is strong! Finally, after about 1 hour of bus, the students come back on
their host family.
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